continuation

± 20
+ 40
++ 60mg 11:25AM = [0:00] ATS Oct 26 1976 [0:50] 1st notice - pleasant window - [1:10] blend of both worlds (5 straight, 1 window) - I would rather the other way about - but I can at least make sense on the phone. [1:55-2:30] plateau lots of erotic fantasy, and fantasy about fantasy - a sensory physical window. [3:30] largely cleared - all in all a full experience - I would not be offended at 2x effect - Lets go 60->80 MDMA is somewhat less potent. MDA asserts its sensual nature; MDMA lets you do the asserting. Both are delightful.

++ 80mg 12:00noon [0:00] ATS Oct 29 1976 [0:40] on schedule - first hints [0:50] such a gentle and friendly transition. MDA is a friend. [1:30-2:00] steady & holding. Blue Jay imping his beak at the top of the dead tree near the lab filled the valley [with] noise! Erotic without being aroused! [3:40] tapering off. The whole experience was totally controllable, answer phonable, drive carable. [6:00-10:00] slight unworldliness - a lingering effect. As if my glasses were slightly askew.

+++ 100mg 12:15noon [0:00] ATS Nov 12, 1976 [0:35] first trace of window and gradual from [0:35] to [1:00] to get complete. Some visual cloudiness in peripherie. Erotic again, but substantially impotent! [2:30] repairing. [3:10] largely out. Throughout evening - no appetite at all (modest helping-> stuffed feeling) and some leg pains as if I had hiked a few miles yesterday. a little residual tooth gritty at [10:00] still. No difficulty sleeping. Still impotent in AM however!


+ 80mg 9:20AM [0:00] 5/27/77 [0:30] start [0:45] development well underway [1:00] marvelously controlled - full + at club - walk to Ramos's - back- physical arousal nice - [2:00] clearing [2:30] out except for teeth clench - this persists until ~[12:00].

+++ 120mg 9:30AM [0:00] 6/21/77 [0:23] 1st warning [0:25] start window [0:28-0:40] rapid development to hills! - redwood grove - drive strange but OK some hints of nausea up to +++ by [0:50][1:30] still +++ [2:00] +++ or ++ [2:15] drop to ++, eat [4:00] still +, able to yield or to resist [7:00] clear mental [10] all clear